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Abstract

We consider the relationship between economic activity and intervention, including monetary and

fiscal policy, using a universal monetary and response dynamics framework. Central bank policies

are designed for economic growth without excess inflation. However, unemployment, investment,

consumption, and inflation are interlinked. Understanding dynamics is crucial to assessing the

effects of policy, especially in the aftermath of the recent financial crisis. Here we lay out a program

of research into monetary and economic dynamics and preliminary steps toward its execution. We

use general principles of response theory to derive specific implications for policy. We find that

the current approach, which considers the overall supply of money to the economy, is insufficient

to effectively regulate economic growth. While it can achieve some degree of control, optimizing

growth also requires a fiscal policy balancing monetary injection between two dominant loop flows,

the consumption and wages loop, and investment and returns loop. The balance arises from a

composite of government tax, entitlement, subsidy policies, corporate policies, as well as monetary

policy. We further show that empirical evidence is consistent with a transition in 1980 between

two regimes—from an oversupply to the consumption and wages loop, to an oversupply of the

investment and returns loop. The imbalance is manifest in savings and borrowing by consumers

and investors, and in inflation. The latter followed an increasing trend until 1980, and a decreasing

one since then, resulting in a zero interest rate largely unrelated to the financial crisis. Three

recessions and the financial crisis are part of this dynamic. Optimizing growth now requires shifting

the balance. Our analysis supports advocates of greater income and / or government support for

the poor who use a larger fraction of income for consumption. This promotes investment due to

the growth in expenditures. Otherwise, investment has limited opportunities to gain returns above

inflation so capital remains uninvested, and does not contribute to the growth of economic activity.
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I. OVERVIEW

Current monetary policy adjusts interest rates to regulate inflation and economic activity,

particularly employment. In one of the foundational studies of economic growth [1] Solow

states in discussing liquidity, ‘But it is exactly here that the futility of trying to describe this

situation in terms of a “real” neoclassical model becomes glaringly evident. Because now

one can no longer bypass the direct leverage of monetary factors on real consumption and

investment ... there is no dodging the need for a monetary dynamics.’ In response to this

decades-old challenge, we revisit a well known model of economic and monetary dynamics

distinguishing two primary monetary flows (1) consumption and wages, and (2) investment

and returns (rents). Such a framework is manifest, for example, in the Goodwin model

[2], and the Kalecki model [3], used to describe oscillations called “business cycles.” The

models use assumptions about inflation and production in relation to rates of employment,

wages, and investment. Here we focus on reducing the set of assumptions that are present

in order to better clarify the role of interventions on economic activity. Since the primary

behavior can be described using linear dynamical equations, we consider the universal linear

equations sufficient to describe the two primary monetary flows. The model has two regimes,

an exponential with an oscillation (typically considered in discussing the Goodwin model),

and a purely exponential regime. These regimes arise when there are imaginary and real

eigenvalues of the relevant characteristic equation respectively. We determine parameters

of the model from data from 1960 to 2010. We obtain reasonable fits by allowing for a

regime change in 1980, from exponential to oscillatory, a regime that lasts until the financial

crisis. The period since the financial crisis is not long enough to determine the parameters

with great confidence, though there may be a second regime change. We then consider more

generally the dynamical response of this system to interventions, a response that depends on

quadratic terms. While we do not analyze the terms at this order, the principles of dynamic

response are sufficient to draw essential conclusions about the existence of two regimes and

their behavioral attributes. Comparing the behavioral attributes to observations suggests the

transition in 1980 is a regime transition from an oversupply to the wages and consumption

cycle prior to 1980 to an oversupply of the investment and returns cycle afterwards. Since

then, periodic recessions triggering monetary policy interventions that progressively reduced

interest rates from over 10% to 0% have sustained economic development, balancing the
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monetary flows through accumulation of consumer debt and capital savings. We derive

policy implications from these conclusions even without a complete analysis of the underlying

dynamical behavior, a task we leave to future work.

Our analysis provides a framework that is consistent with and can clarify recent discus-

sions of ‘secular stagnation’ [4–6]. These discussions suggest there are systemic reasons for

low growth rates, inferring that the long term “natural” interest rates which lead to effec-

tive economic activity have become negative. Accordingly, economic regulation needs to

move beyond a response to economic fluctuations. Our approach identifies a more focused

set of policy options because the multiple factors that are pointed to in those discussions,

including demography, technology and inequality, are understood through our analysis to

influence economic activity through the relevant monetary flows.

Existing approaches to monetary policy assume there is one regulatory dial, the federal

funds interest rate. Regulation consists of adjusting this rate to move economic activity

toward an optimal inflation, or perhaps a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment.

Our analysis suggests that economic regulation by a single regulatory dial is inadequate.

The regime change in 1980 was a necessary step to redirect the economy away from run

away inflation, while the current conditions require an equally bold change in policy. The

essence of that policy is redirecting monetary injections toward labor and away from capital.

Perhaps a good analogy is that monetary policy today is like driving a car using only the

gas pedal and not using the steering wheel. Having hit the roadside guard rail, we need a

change of direction that cannot be sustained through monetary policy alone.

II. ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN TERMS OF FLOWS

A simple and standard economic model having two dominant cycles is shown in Fig. 1.

The economy is represented by aggregate agents for labor, capital, firms, banks (investment

and savings), and government. Workers receive wages W and consume an amount C; capital

owners invest an amount I and receive returns (rents) and principal R. The possibility

of unemployment is indicated graphically though, in describing the flows, the amount of

unemployment need not be treated as a separate variable. All firms are represented as one

sector. Firm production in monetary terms (GDP) is given by Y . Capital expenditures

and other inter-firm transactions are B. The six variables (B, Y,W,C, I, R) are in units of
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FIG. 1: Schematic model of monetary flow representing the wages and consumption loop and

capital and return loop (red). Transfers from or to banks (savings and loans) and government

(taxes, transfers, subsidies and other economic activities) are also indicated (black).

money per time. The consumption and wages cycle and the investment and returns cycle

flows are linked through the production of firms that use investment to obtain equipment

and buildings that are needed for production. We note that economic activity includes the

purchase of such resources so that there is an additional component of production, and the

total economic activity is the sum of consumption by labor and inter-firm purchases.

In the simplest framing each of the two cycles must close so that the amount of wages

and consumption match, as well as the investment and the total of repayment and returns.

This closure is built into the Goodwin model which does not include banks or government.

The money supply is included implicitly in the Goodwin model using an inflation rate which

increases the economic flows, though the mechanism for adding money to the system is not

present in the model (see Appendix A). In a more complete picture, the labor and capital

cycles are augmented by the banking sector (including the central bank) and government

(including the treasury) that change the supply of money running through these cycles. In

such a more complete picture, inflation would be linked to additional money injected into
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the cycles as well as changes in the velocity of money. Whether money is printed or borrowed

with interest and capital return is relevant. In the latter case, central bank policies, reserve

requirements, purchases and interest changes are mechanisms for regulation of monetary

injection.

In the model of Fig. 1, the banking sector has two branches for labor and capital trans-

actions. While these two branches may interact with each other, traditionally, regulations

maintained a degree of separation. Workers can deposit part of their income as savings, or

borrow money in mortgages, auto loans, and through credit cards and other consumer debt

instruments. Banks give loans to capital owners, who pay back interest in return. We may

include loans to corporations in this category, or treat it separately. Finally, the government

collects taxes from and provides subsidies to each of labor, capital, and firms, and partic-

ipates in economic activity. Inclusion of a central bank would add an agent that interacts

with banks and government through loans, government debt instruments and payments to

the treasury. Inclusion of a treasury agent would separate aspects of government actions.

For our current purposes, the specifics of the banking-central bank-government system are

not essential.

As a first step, we analyze a simple economy consisting of labor, capital, and firms only

(highlighted in red in Fig. 1).

III. RELATIONSHIP TO GOODWIN’S PREDATOR-PREY MODEL

We introduce Goodwin’s model as a historical motivation for the mathematical strategy

we will use later. Most of the assumptions of this model will not be used, and are not

relevant to our analysis. Goodwin’s predator-prey model [2] (see also [7] and references

therein) assumes a simplified economy of one type of good. Let Nw, λw, θw, and P be the

available labor force measured in number of workers, the employment rate measured as the

fraction of the labor force that is employed, the productivity of workers measured in units

per worker per unit time, and the price in monetary units, respectively. The number of

employed workers is Nwλw. The firms’ production is given by

Y = λwθwNwP (1)
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It is assumed that the productivity of labor, labor force, and price grow exponentially at

given rates, so that

θw = eαt, Nw = eβt, P = eγt, (2)

where α, β, γ are constants. Thus, aside from a pre-specified exponential growth, the dy-

namics of production is set by employment λw.

In the Goodwin model, the monetary flows of the two primary loops of Fig. 1 are

conserved. At a given time t the net flow into each node is zero (Kirchhoff’s Law):

Labor : W − C = 0 (3)

Firms : C + I +B −W −R−B = 0 (4)

Capital : R− I = 0 (5)

=⇒ W = C, R = I (6)

Thus, workers consume what they earn and capital owners invest what they receive. Pro-

duction Y , or the total outflow from firms to labor and capital, is Y = W + R. Thus,

wages W , or the workers’ share of the production, and rent R, or the owners share of the

production, are given by

W = swY = swθwλwNwP (7)

R = (1− sw)Y = (1− sw)θwλwNwP (8)

respectively.

The rate of change of production is determined by investment, i.e. production is assumed

to be proportional to the accumulated investment (Cassel-Harrod-Domar Law, combined

with Say’s Law, so that firms re-invest all of their profits and do not save any):

Y = χK = χ

∫ t

−∞
dt′(1− sw(t′))Y (t′)e−φ(t−t′) (9)

depreciated by an additional pre-specified exponential, and the rate of change of the pro-
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duction is
dY

dt
= χ(1− sw(t))Y (t)− φY (t) (10)

The second dynamical variable is the workers’ share of production, sw. Using

1

Y

dY

dt
= (α + β + γ +

1

λw

dλw
dt

) (11)

we can write
1

λw

dλw
dt

= χ(1− sw(t))− α− β − γ − φ (12)

The Goodwin model describes the dynamics of sw and λw. The model uses Phillips curve

to relate wage inflation to unemployment. The resulting coupled differential equations,

identical in form to the Lotka-Volterra equations in biology, are

dsw
dt

= −(a− bλw)sw (13)

dλw
dt

= (c− dsw)λw (14)

where a, b, c, d are constants. The dynamics of these equations can be solved analytically and

include oscillatory behaviors that are cycles in the space of the dynamic variables. Represen-

tative simulations are shown in Fig. 2. We scaled the solutions so that the maximum value

of λw is 0.975 (corresponding to 2.5% unemployment, which is the historical minimum in the

US). While the deterministic dynamic solutions for a particular value of the parameters can

be obtained, those solutions generically are highly sensitive to variation. The solutions of

the Lotka-Volterra model are highly sensitive to initial conditions, and small perturbations

knock the system from one periodic orbit to a very different one. The dynamical behavior

of a real world system that is subject to noise, parameter changes, or modifications of mech-

anism that describe the dynamical behavior (i.e. the equations themselves) may only be

described over limited periods of time by a solution. How long the solutions would be valid

depends on the level of noise and other variations and can be characterized by a sensitivity

parameter. The Lotka-Volterra equation is also not generic—the dynamical equations of a

real world system should have additional terms in the differential equation, and the sensitiv-

ity of the dynamical solutions to the existence of those terms implies that they would play

an important role in determining the dynamics of the system. It is not therefore a robust
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starting point for the dynamical description of real world systems.

IV. UNIVERSAL EQUATIONS

The assumptions that are present in the Goodwin model enable a characterization of the

way economic systems relate to the mathematical treatment of the two loop model. However,

these assumptions also limit our confidence that they provide the right description of the

economic system as there may be a variety of effects that would change the specifics of those

equations. This is particularly problematic given the sensitivity of Goodwin model solutions

to variations in parameters, initial conditions, perturbations and model assumptions. We

therefore consider the resulting equations rather than the assumptions leading to them and

consider the properties of a two loop system. The parameters of the resulting model can

then be empirically derived effective parameters rather than ones that represent more specific

assumptions.

We thus frame an economic analysis primarily through a universal equation in two vari-

ables (x, y), where x is consumption or wages, and y is investment or returns, the flows

through the two primary loops. The variables may alternatively be considered logarithms

of the flows: x = ln(C), y = ln(I). We restrict the analysis to a linear equation at this

point, which considers the effect of changes in system variables to first order. Why would it

be helpful to describe the dynamical system only to first order? For a very large real world

system the changes in system variables in a relevant time interval (here monthly or yearly)

are small, here only a few percent. The small and smoothly varying changes from year to

year suggest an expansion is a useful approximation. Moreover, the absence of a linear term

in the expansion would be surprising and would correspond to a shift in behavior from one

regime to another, i.e. a shift from positive to negative values of that parameter. This

occurs in phase transitions, and can be considered as a transition in the regime of behavior

of the system. It follows that the first order expansion is the most robust description of

the system. Higher order terms will contribute over longer times and can be studied as

refinements.

We are limiting our assumptions to: (a) existence of two dominant nearly disconnected

loops; and (b) smoothness of dynamics so that an expansion is valid to first order. Later

we will add one more assumption to analyze the role of economic policy interventions: (c)
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economic growth.

Based upon the first two assumptions, the general form of the first order equations can

be written:

dtx = a′ + b′x+ c′y

dty = d′ + e′x+ f ′y
(15)

According to this equation a′ and d′ describe the rate of increase of wages and investment

independent of the current value of wages and investment themselves. The factors b′ and

c′ describe how much increasing x and y contributes to the positive rate of change of x,

while the factors e′ and f ′ describe how much an increase in x and y contribute to the

rate of increase of y. It is possible that an increase in x contributes to an increase in x,

or to a decrease, depending on the sign of b′. Given a combination of such dependencies

there can be convergence of the economic activity to a fixed point, divergence, or oscillation.

The oscillation might be considered a linear version of the oscillations of the Goodwin

model, though the effect of noise and other variations is different. Capturing whether there

is exponential growth or oscillatory behavior and, even more critically, whether there are

changes in behavior of the system over time are important aspects of the characterization

of an economic system. We limit our objectives accordingly for the time being.

We can also write the same system as

dtx̃ = b′x̃+ c′ỹ,

dtỹ = e′x̃+ f ′ỹ,
(16)

where x̃ = x− x0, ỹ = y− y0, and x0, y0 are stable or unstable fixed points. A discrete time

equation version corresponds better to available data for monthly or annual measurements

of economic activity:

x̃(t+ δt)− x̃(t) = b′′x̃+ c′′ỹ,

ỹ(t+ δt)− ỹ(t) = e′′x̃+ f ′′ỹ,
(17)

with b′′ ≈ b′δt and similarly. This also makes apparent that the expansion is first order in the

differences over time and differences relative to stable points of the dynamics, with higher

order terms necessary only when these deviations become large enough. For exponential

growth, the deviations from equilibrium values eventually become large, but the expansion

is still a useful approximation with an adjustable exponential growth rate. The shape of
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large oscillations that are influenced by nonlinearities are less essential to our objectives than

their existence, even if the shapes are interesting and ultimately important for a detailed

analysis. Thus, the expansion is appropriate for systems with smooth dynamical behaviors

on the relevant time frame, i.e. months or years—generally for systems that are large

compared to perturbations.

For analysis, the six original parameters can be reduced to two by rescaling. Using the

differential notation for convenience, setting x̃ = (c′/b′)x̌, ỹ = y̌, t = ť/b′, e′′′ = e′c′/b′2,

f ′′′ = f ′/b′, gives

dťx̌ = x̌+ y̌,

dťy̌ = e′′′x̌+ f ′′′y̌,
(18)

so that the solution space is two dimensional. However, in fitting to real world behavior all

six parameters may be used. The solution of the linear equations can be written directly,

and outside of a minor complication that arises if there is a coincidence of degeneracy of the

coefficient matrix, which would be unlikely without a symmetry in a real world system, the

solution is written as:

{x̃, ỹ} = s1v1e
λ1(t−t0) + s2v2e

λ2(t−t0)

(19)

where

λ1 = (b′ + f ′ −Q)/2

λ2 = (b′ + f ′ +Q)/2

v1 = {(b′ − f ′ −Q)/2, e′}

v2 = {(b′ − f ′ +Q)/2, e′}

Q =
√
b′2 + 4c′e′ − 2b′f ′ + f ′2

s1 = (x̃(t0), ỹ(t0)) · v1/||v1||2

s2 = (x̃(t0), ỹ(t0)) · v2/||v2||2

(20)

The regime of oscillation is given by the case when Q is imaginary. The eigenvalues and

eigenvectors, as well as s1 and s2, are complex conjugate pairs. This has to be true because

the matrix of coefficients are real. The real part of the eigenvalues still provide an overall

exponential growth or decline in the oscillatory regime. The case of pure convergence or

divergence is given by Q real and the larger of λ1 and λ2 greater or less than zero.

It is convenient to display the dynamics by normalizing the economic flows so that the
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primary exponential growth is omitted. The fraction of economic activity is then given by

z = x/(x+ y) (21)

In the exponential regime, if one exponential dominates the other, then we have

z ≈ z0 + z1e
−λ(t−t0)

λ = λ2 − λ1 = Q
(22)

In the oscillatory regime, we recover an oscillation:

z ≈ z0 + z1 sin(k(t− t0) + φ0) (23)

with k = iQ/2.

V. DATA

National accounting reports production in order to measure GDP in its entirety [8]. We

wish to separate the transactional flows of the national income and product account (NIPA)

tables between labor and capital flows as shown in Figure 1. Households may participate

in both labor and capital activities, thus the separation of capital and labor need not be

absolute. Instead, for our analysis to hold, it is sufficient that there is only limited net

transfer between the two loops. For example, returns on capital assets are not substantially

used for the consumption of goods, and only a small fraction of wages are used for investment.

This is an appropriate hypothesis as will be shown by the approximate closure of the two-

loop model. It might be suspected that the housing sector plays a special role because home

owners are often participants in labor. However, it is sufficient that returns on housing

investment are generally used for reinvestment in capital assets, and home purchases are

generally not made outright from wages.

We categorized the transactional flows of the NIPA tables from 1960 to 2015 using the

personal, firm and government income and outlays table as detailed in Table 1 and in

Appendix B.

The Investment flow (Capital to Firms) includes fixed investment as well as capital bor-
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TABLE I: US government reported macroeconomic data for categories of flows shown in Fig. 1

[8]. We modified stared items because of imputations that are not relevant for our analysis (see

Appendix B for details).

From To Quantity NIPA Table Line

Firms Capital *Interest and miscellaneous payments 1.16 9

Firms Capital Transfer payments to persons (net) 1.16 13

Firms Capital *Proprietors’ income with adjustments 1.16 16

Firms Capital *Rental income with adjustments 1.16 17

Firms Capital *Net dividends 1.16 23

Firms Capital *Undistributed corporate profits with adjustments 1.16 24

Capital Firms *Interest receipts 1.16 4

Capital Firms Private fixed investment 5.3.5 1

Firms Labor *Compensation of employees 2.1 2

Labor Firms *Personal consumption expenditure 7.12 6

Firms Government Taxes on production and imports 3.1 4

Firms Government Taxes on corporate Income 3.1 5

Firms Government Transfer payments from business (net) 3.1 17

Firms Government Interest receipts on assets 3.1 10

Government Labor Government social benefits to persons 2.1 17

Government Firms *Consumption expenditures 3.1 21

Government Firms Subsidies 3.1 30

Government Capital *Interest payments to persons and business 3.1 28

Capital Government *Capital personal current taxes 3.1 3

Capital Government Income receipts on assets 3.1 10

Capital Government Transfer receipts from persons 3.1 17

Labor Government *Contributions for government social insurance 3.1 7

Labor Government *Labor personal current taxes 3.1 3

rowing costs (monetary interest payments by people and firms) which are accounted for in

receipts of interests by firms, especially banks. The Return flow (Firms to Capital) includes

any form of undistributed and distributed profits, including interest payments—all profit

made by a firm (income minus wages and government taxes) is considered earned by the

owners of the firm.

The Consumption flow (Labor to Firms) includes personal consumption expenditures

(PCE) corrected to exclude non-monetary contributions to GDP such as produced but un-

sold goods, financial services furnished without payments, and owner-occupied housing rent.

These contributions to GDP in the NIPA tables do not arise from monetary consumption

flows but from reclassification of other contributions to production by the Bureau of Eco-

nomic Analysis (BEA) that constructs the tables. Wages paid by foreign employers to US
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residents are included in the compensation of employees in the NIPA tables. For consistency,

we include the consumption by US residents abroad and exclude foreign consumption in the

US. We also subtract the NIPA valuation of final consumption expenditures of nonprofit

institutions serving households which accounts for the value of underpriced services. These

adjustments are similar to the “market-based” PCE, which has been calculated by BEA

since 1987, with a few exceptions. The amounts of all these adjustments are not significant

in relation to conclusions reached.

Flows from Labor and Capital to Government and conversely were corrected to exclude

non-monetary services by and for banks and underfunded pension plan interest payments.

We estimated Labor and Capital portions of taxes by using IRS Tax data for top earners.

The numbers we report separate taxes at the 1% level of $465, 000 in adjusted gross income in

2014 [9] and take the fraction in prior years in proportion to the historical ratio of prevailing

maximum tax rates, limited to 100%. A wide range of alternative assumptions give the same

conclusions.

Figure 3 shows the growth of economic activity in the US from 1960 to 2015 using the

categories of transactional flows from Fig. 1. The monetary flows normalized by GDP and

by total flow are shown in Fig. 4. Normalization eliminates the primary growth from the

dynamics making more apparent the relative dynamics. We see that consumption/wages

and investment/returns track each other, consistent with the hypothesis of Fig. 1 that

these can be considered as the primary financial flow cycles. The average absolute value of

deviation in the labor loop is 5% and the maximum is 12% when calculated in proportion

to the wages. The average absolute value of deviation in the capital loop is 11% and the

maximum is 26% (in 2010) when calculated in proportion to the returns. These deviations

can be accounted for by savings, borrowing and government interactions as indicated in Fig.

1. In both cases the non-closure of the primary loops is an order of magnitude less than the

value of the primary flows.

Fig. 4 suggests the presence of distinct regimes, and particularly a transition between

regimes in 1980. Including recent times, the behavior can be described to first order by

three regimes: an exponential regime until 1980, an oscillatory regime until the financial

crisis, and a third regime since then for which a short time has passed and the ability to

characterize is limited. The transition in 1980 is readily apparent in Fig 5 which shows the

proportion of the labor loop to the overall value of the principal loop flows as measured by
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FIG. 3: Economic flows in the US from 1960 to 2015 according to categories of Fig. 1.

wages over wages and returns. The behaviors in both regimes are consistent with the first

order normalized Eq. 19 and simplified versions Eq. 22 and Eq. 23 as shown by the fitted

curves. We note, however, in advance of further analysis described below, that the dynamics

described by these equations is not endogenous to the economy as it is linked to regulatory

changes in interest rates.

The first regime from 1960 to 1980 has an increasing importance of the capital loop

compared to the labor loop. The second regime, from 1980 to 2007, is marked by oscillatory

competitive interactions between the labor and capital loops.

In seeking a reason for the existence of two regimes, we should consider how they may

be related to a shift in US Federal Reserve bank monetary policy [10], as well as changes in

fiscal policy including tax rate changes [11] in the early 1980s. Understanding the impact

of regulation and policy changes requires an understanding of the mechanism of changes in

the primary economic loop flows, particularly how they grow.
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FIG. 4: Fraction of economic activity for economic flows. The dominant flows are those of the

primary loops in Fig. 1.

VI. ECONOMIC GROWTH AND MONETARY FLOWS

Economic activity is naturally dynamic. Population growth, improvements in produc-

tivity, changes in technology, accumulation of assets and other changes affect the rate of

economic activity over time. For this reason, we expect the flows to change over time. In-

vestment is needed in order to overcome depreciation as well as respond to other sources

of change, such as growing demand due to population increases and technology based im-

provements.

While it is possible to imagine and even identify historical cases where economies shrink,

we will focus on a growing economy. The overall GDP having increased by an order of

magnitude in 40 years (Fig. 3); this is a reasonable starting point for the US economy.

A growing economy implies that the circulation in loops increases. The circulating flow

is determined both by the amount of money and rate at which transactions occur around

the loop. The rate of flow is a product of the two. It might be imagined that synchronous

transfer of money around the loop can increase flow without increasing the amount of money,

however, this scenario does not apply due to built-in delays in transaction processing. Since

we are considering multiple cycles of the economy, measures of overall money supply (direct

or indirect) and the aggregate money velocity measures are not likely to be of help in our
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FIG. 5: Wages divided by wages plus returns (similar to sw in Goodwin’s model), reflecting the

percentage of economic activity in the wages and consumption loop compared to the total in the

two dominant economic loops. A transition between different behaviors is apparent in 1980. Fits

are exponential (blue) and sinusoidal (red) curves. Using the expression in Eq. 22 from 1960 to

1985 we have λ = 0.12/yr, z0 = 70.8%, z1 = −0.64%, t0 = 1960, and Eq. 23 from 1986 to 2005

we have z0 = 59.8%, z1 = 1.65%, k = −0.69/yr, φ0 = −6.0, and t0 = 1986, with p < 10−15 and

p < 0.0001, respectively.

analysis [12, 13]. For example, savings are included in traditional measures of M3 and

influence the velocity of the ratio between nominal GDP and money supply. However, in

our analysis, savings themselves are not involved in flows, and changes in savings in and

of themselves do not directly affect the velocity. Still, we recognize that such monetary

measures are a step in the direction of evaluating the flows that are of importance in our

model.

Growth of the economic activity implies that either the amount of money circulating in

a loop or the velocity must grow accordingly. It is reasonable to expect, however, that,

barring dramatic changes in the nature of economic transactions, the rate of labor payments

at weekly, biweekly or monthly installments sets the relevant time scale of wages and con-

sumption loop transactions and can change somewhat but not by an order of magnitude.

How the rate of investment transaction has changed is less transparent, however only the

net investment in production equipment and property is relevant to this loop, not buying

and selling per se (e.g. of securities), the rate of which has increased dramatically. Thus,
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we concentrate on the process of increase of the amount of money, which may change dra-

matically over extended time and is generally understood to be the regulator of economic

activity.

For an extended growth period, growth of the money supply must generally be by the

same factor in both of the two primary economic cycles, with variations in their relative

growth rate of limited duration. Otherwise only one of the cycles will be present. This

would mean that either there is no wages and consumption, or no investment and returns.

The former would mean no economic activity, which is inconsistent with having investment

and returns. The latter would mean no ability to overcome depreciation or accommodate

technological changes, which also seems impossible.

VII. MONETARY INJECTION AND BORROWING

An increase of currency circulating in the labor and capital loops can originate from

either the combined effect of Government tax policy, entitlements and spending, or through

labor and capital borrowing. From a regulatory standpoint, the former is the effect of fiscal

policy, and the latter is linked to monetary policy setting the interest rates of borrowing.

We call the former fiscal injection and the latter borrowing.

When fiscal injection occurs preferentially into one of the two loops, it is natural for

that loop to save the excess. In order for a balanced growth to take place in the two

loops, the other loop has to make up for its deficit, by borrowing and accumulating debt

or by direct transfer from the other loop from corporate wage and return policy. If fiscal

injection is predominantly into the Labor loop, Labor can both increase consumption and

save. Moreover, it is natural that Capital will borrow to take advantage of opportunities to

sell more to Labor. If excess money is injected into the Capital loop, Capital can invest and

save. Under conditions when Labor does not have enough money to consume its needs or

desires, it will borrow. Borrowing may be linked to interest rates set by monetary policy so

that the balance between the loops may not be achieved endogenously.

Therefore, we can identify which regime the system is in by looking at the savings and debt

associated with the two loops. Savings are associated to excess from fiscal injection, while

the other loop accumulates debt. Measures of borrowing by Labor and Capital are shown in

Fig. 6. Both curves are consistent with the existence of a change in regime in 1980. Labor
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FIG. 6: Estimates of borrowing and total savings (or debt) for Labor and Capital. A transition from

capital borrowing to labor borrowing and capital savings in 1980 is evident. A. Labor borrowing

obtained by subtracting wages and government benefits from consumption and taxes. B. Capital

borrowing obtained by subtracting returns and government interest payments from investment

and taxes. C. Labor total savings obtained by aggregating borrowing since 1960 and D. Capital

total savings obtained by aggregating since 1960. Total savings (debt) is obtained by aggregating

borrowing since 1960.

(consumers) were able to save before 1980, while after 1980 there is a progressive increase in

the rate of borrowing, which increased dramatically by the financial crisis (Fig. 6 A and C).

In contrast, capital owners borrowed increasing amounts before 1980, and savings increased

afterwards (Fig. 6 B and D). Consistent with the labor borrowing, wages are higher than

consumption before 1980 and lower afterwards. Returns are higher than investment except

for a brief period around 1980, indicating that prior to 1980 the higher returns were not

sufficient to satisfy the investment needs of capital owners. In summary, this suggests a shift

from fiscal policy injecting money primarily into the labor wages and consumption loop, to

being injected into the capital investment and returns loop.

The conclusion is that until 1980 we have government flows predominantly to the Labor

loop and subsequently to the Capitol loop. Borrowing occurred first by Capital and then by

Labor during these periods. The existence of two regimes prior to and after 1980 is consistent

with fiscal policy changes in the early 1980s, including a reduction of taxes for high income
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persons [11]. The changes are readily understood to shift the flow of Government monetary

injection from Labor to Capital. A connection to shifts in methods of adjusting interest

rates in response to inflation by the US Federal Reserve bank policy at that time [10] seems

less apparent.

The compensation of the fiscal injection to Labor and Capital by borrowing in the other

loop is consistent with a system adjusting itself to compensate for an imbalance. This

is a general principle applicable to systems that are in equilibrium or have self-consistent

dynamical processes. When we shift a quantity away from an intrinsic balance by external

force, the system responds to bring it back toward balance.

Examples abound in physical and chemical science including the screening of electric field

in electro-magnetics by a dielectric, the stress-strain response, and Le Chatelier’s Principle in

chemistry. The dielectric response of a system reduces but does not eliminate the external

electric field E resulting in the net electric displacement field (D = εE); the strain of a

material in response to an external stress acts to reduce the stress (traditional assumptions

often assume a specified stress but that is a specific assumption) but does not eliminate it.

This is consistent with the treatment of the economy as a system that deviates from its

optimal value and adjusts through internal dynamics to bring it closer to that optimal value.

The extent to which it succeeds to approximate the optimal value depends on the response

mechanism. In economic regulation this effect is sometimes called ‘headwinds’ [10].

Typically, the net change of the system after system response is reduced compared to

the impact of the original shift. The residual of the external force is a net force that self-

consistently causes the system to adjust. In economics the behavior may be distinct from

these other contexts due to its intrinsic non-equilibrium behavior. For a non-equilibrium

system it is possible for a higher than unit response, due to internal amplifying or cascading

dynamics. We will see that this is important in this context. However, we will also find that

during this period the endogenous response of the system does not describe the observations

and that regulatory action is involved.

VIII. REGULATION AND CONTROL THEORY

Policies associated with the regulation of economic activity can be framed similarly to

diverse other regulatory systems. In a control theory discussion, the deviation from a desired
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state, measured automatically or by human observers, is corrected for by an externally

applied force that shifts the system toward that desired state.

In standard economic regulation, federal reserve interest rates are adjusted to regulate

measures of inflation. The interest rate is adjusted to be proportional to the difference of the

desired and current inflation, with the proportionality factor based upon historical response

according to the Taylor rule [14, 15]. The regulatory effect is understood to occur through

changes in borrowing and thus injection of money into the economy. Thus, the impact

of this money injection on labor and capital will appear in their savings and borrowing

which exposes where monetary flows are directed. Other objectives, including particularly

unemployment rate, may be considered in the regulatory adjustments.

While the existence of borrowing as a means of monetary policy is more widely recognized,

the injection of money by government spending also contributes to these financial flows

and unlike borrowing does not bear interest and return payments. The difference between

monetary injection without interest and borrowing can be important for the regulation of

economic activity as the cost of borrowing contributes to flows over time.

What is generally assumed in analyses of monetary policy is that there is a single ad-

justable regulatory factor, the federal bank interest rate. This is true whether simpler linear

response models or elaborate economic models with hundreds of equations are used to deter-

mine how to adjust that factor [1, 14, 16–19]. It is understood that regulating both inflation

and unemployment may work well if both are optimized at the same level of economic ac-

tivity, or there may be a tradeoff due to a compromise in optimization between them. This,

however, is not the only possible effect of multiple variable optimization.

In our analysis of economic activity, we are considering a two-dimensional system, the

flows through the labor loop and the investment loop, while the regulatory function of

monetary policy only has a single variable, the interest rate. Control systems can work

in more than one dimensions of a system if the observation of the system recognizes the

direction of change from a desired system state in each dimension and the controller has the

same number of dimensions of influence. This means that the number of relevant parameters

of this system’s ‘universality class’ is equal to the number of control parameters [20].

What happens when there are actually two system variables (as indicated by the Goodwin

model) and only one control parameter? Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety applied to control

systems states that the number of dimensions of an effective controller must equal the
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number of relevant dimensions of the regulated system [21]. The natural outcome of a

one dimensional controller regulating a two dimensional system is that only one of the

variables is controlled and the other deviates from the desired control point until it reaches

a natural limiting value far from the desired condition. The results are consistent with the

historical instability of economic systems over periods of 20-50 years and the difficulty of

effective regulation despite efforts to do so [22]. Indeed, if economies could be regulated by

a single dimension of regulation, the historical instability would be surprising; the existence

of multiple regulatory dimensions provides a natural explanation.

Our analysis suggests that using the single economic regulatory factor drastically limits

the effectiveness of that regulation. We discuss this in greater detail in the next section and

confirm empirically in the following one that the two dominant flows in Fig. 1 are relevant

dimensions for macroeconomic activity, including recessions.

IX. INSUFFICIENCY OF ECONOMIC REGULATION

If there were only one flow then economic regulation would be consistent with the standard

model. If there were currents that fed each other, i.e. a figure eight that topologically is a

single loop, that would also be the same. But when there are two variables that depend on

each other for growth then we have to consider these variables and particularly the difference

(ratio) variable.

The dynamic variables x = log(C) and y = log(I) can be considered as the system’s

degrees of freedom. It is, however, natural to switch to u = (x+ y)/2 = log(
√
CI), and the

deviation v = x− y = log(C/I), and write

dtu = dtC/C + dtI/I = η (24)

dtv = dtC/C − dtI/I = ζ (25)

Regulating only u, or equivalently η, would be consistent with a conventional framework of

regulating economic growth to achieve the right level of inflation. However, according to our

analysis any long-term deviation of the second variable, ζ, from zero leads to divergence of

the state of the system from consistent growth.

While optimal economic activity requires a certain ratio of monetary flows between the
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two loops, monetary policies focused only on the amount of money flowing into the economy

would not regulate the relative input into each of the two flows. The effect of a policy

can therefore be characterized by the ratio of the flows that is observed in the economy.

Absent a change in policy, a bias of flows towards either labor loop or capital loop would

persist over time. The derivative of the ratio, ζ, would therefore tend to be significantly

greater or less than zero depending on which loop is growing faster. We note that the flows

directly associated with monetary and fiscal policies may not be the total flows because of

the internal dynamics and response of the system.

More precisely, as economic activity increases a specific trajectory, ζ(C), representing

a balance between C and I, would optimize economic growth, and higher or lower values

represent two distinct regimes of suboptimal growth separated by the trajectory of optimal

growth. Over a period of time, a constant slope may be a good approximation to the optimal

growth trajectory.

Thus, starting from an effective economy, there are two directions of trajectories in the

overall state (phase) diagram of the system. One in which the logarithmic growth of the

consumption to investment flow ratio, ζ, is too negative and one in which it is too positive.

Either way, the economy becomes ineffective over time. Unless the rate of growth of the

flows is calibrated, there will be a progressive growth of the labor loop relative to the capital

loop or vice versa which will reduce economic growth.

Another way to analyze this ratio is to plot the consumption as a function of investment,

a state space representation. A stable ratio over time means that the economy follows a

straight line from the origin to the current state of the economy. According to our discussion,

as the deviation from that straight-line increases, the economy becomes ineffective. The

loss of economic effectiveness may be gradual or it may undergo singularities where the

growth vanishes and economic activity declines at the point where one of the loops cannot

sustain the flow in the other. Regulation of the economic activity by the control variable u

stalls when the deviation from balance in v results in conditions that cannot be overcome

by regulation of u. A change in economic policy would add an additional vector field to

the flow behavior. Singularities may arise from effects such as accelerating inflation (for

ζ > 0), accelerating unemployment or social instability (for ζ < 0). While the presence

of singularities is appealing phenomenologically, neither the presence or properties of such

singularities are essential for the underlying recognition that long-term deviation from ζ = 0
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FIG. 7: Examples of economic development diagrams that indicate the state of the economic

activity in terms of the wages/consumption (vertical axis) and investment/returns (horizontal axis).

A. Shows stable flows that progress according to different policies that infuse the same proportion

of money into each of the loops. This would be the case if all proportions would be functional.

B. Shows the case where as one of the loops becomes larger than the other, economic activity is

compromised and flows deviate in a way that eventually reduces economic activity consistent with

the expectation that one of the loops is necessary for the other. C. Shows what happens to B when

policies are shifted by adding additional flows to the investor loop. Scales are arbitrary.

leads to suboptimal economic growth. Fig. 7 shows multiple trajectories of the economy in

that phase space depending on the stability of a ratio or of regulation policy.

Given a certain fiscal and monetary policy, the behavior of the ratio will follow one

trajectory of these diagrams: Only policy changes can significantly modify the trajectory of

the ratio of the economic flows.

The effect of policies can be more complex if the policies are adapted to economic condi-

tions over time, as they are with the Federal reserve monetary policy.

X. DATA ON ECONOMIC REGULATION

The values of x and y are shown in Fig. 8, and the values of u and v are shown in Fig. 9.

It is apparent that a shift in 1980 occurs from a negative value of ζ to an oscillating ζ since

then. This implies that the growth of the investment loop was greater before 1980 and the

consumption loop and investment loop growth were roughly equal afterwards. However, we

will see that the oscillations incorporate the effect of policy interventions, and are not due

to an intrinsic dynamic.

The US Economy trajectory in the state space is shown in Fig. 10 and has an oscillatory
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FIG. 8: Consumption and investment on logarithmic axis corresponding to dynamic variables x

and y. Consumption is generally smoother than investment.

FIG. 9: Plot of economic flow variables A. u = (1/2) log(CI) and B. v = log(C/I). The latter

shows the transition in 1980 and variations that are approximately periodic since then.

behavior after 1980. In these coordinates, maintaining the ratio of consumption to invest-
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ment is represented by following a straight line from the origin at a fixed angle to the axes.

In general, the capital loop growth outpaces the labor loop growth except for certain periods

of time which all follow a recession year in the early 1980s, the early 1990s, the early 2000s,

and the financial crisis in 2007.

These properties can be better seen in Fig. 11. In this figure, we transform the space in

a way that preserves straight lines, but expand to a right angle the cone formed by the 1960

and 2007 lines.

FIG. 10: Plot of consumption versus investment between 1960 and 2015. The straight lines repre-

sent the dynamics of the economy if the ratio of consumption to investment were fixed. Recessions

occurred in years marked by red dots.

The economic activity appears to bounce if it reaches a certain ratio of C/I. The points

at which v achieves minima in the coordinate adjusted space of Fig. 11 occur during years

of recession. Increases in the ratio of consumption to investment (by decreasing investment)

are correlated with recessions and the regulatory action in response to those recessions.

Absent these events, the economy has a negative ζ, and investing grows more rapidly than
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FIG. 11: Same data shown in Fig. 10 but the region of the data between the 1960 and 2007

lines is expanded to the entire first quadrant by setting the 2007 vector direction as the x-axis

(by subtracting it from all data) and, similarly, the 1960 straight line as the y-axis. Recessions

occurred in years marked by red dots.

consumption.

The observation of recessions at a certain ratio of C/I confirms multiple aspects of our

analytic assumptions and inferences. It confirms that the two loop economic model, moti-

vated by the Goodwin model, characterizes relevant parameters for economic activity. At

finer levels of resolution in describing the economy other flows and variables will become

relevant [20], but in describing economic recessions the results confirm there are at least two

relevant parameters. It also confirms the Ashby Law analysis of the importance of those

parameters for regulatory action.

The figure suggests that the recent history of economic recessions (early 1980s recession,
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early 1990s recession, early 2000s recession, 2007 financial crisis) is linked to an underlying

dynamical behavior of shifting proportions of labor and capital flows. However, inconsistent

with the framing of the Goodwin model, these oscillations do not appear to be endogenous.

Instead, the behavior can be linked to monetary regulatory action in response to the

recessions by reducing interest rates. We can see this in Fig. 13 which shows the results of a

model that equates changes in consumption and investment to interest rate changes. The fits

are determined from a linear equation relating the change of the log of consumption to the

change of interest rates dt log(C(t)) = a+bdti(t) and similarly for I(t). Decreases in interest

rates are related to decreases in investment and decreases in the rate of consumption growth.

While this appears to be a causal model, the direction of causation should be carefully

evaluated and conclusions are limited by the oscillatory nature of the overall behavior, as

oscillations may be causally linked in multiple ways. Still, a connection between interest rate

interventions and economic changes after recessions is justified by the conventional economic

understanding of those interventions.

The observed dependencies are consistent with the interpretation that regulatory action

by reducing interest rates boosts economic activity to restore growth during a recession.

Thus the decreases in investment and in rates of consumption growth during a recession are

alleviated and ultimately reversed by the intervention. The boost provided is temporary as

the repetition of the pattern of oscillation shows. Interpreted overall, the behavior suggests

that the economic activity with static fiscal and monetary policies is not consistent with a

long-term zero ζ, but rather an underlying negative ζ and a series of regulatory interventions

(reducing interest rates) that restores growth temporarily. During the combined effects of the

recession and intervention the direction of the economic trajectory changes by over 90◦ (Fig.

10). The average movement of both consumption and investment that preserves the ratio

between them is related to these periodic shifts of the direction in state space, reminiscent

of sailboat tacking (Figs. 10 and 11).

The net effect of the regulatory action that stabilizes the economy is an overall trend

downward in interest rates, i.e. consistent with a loss of about 12% in interest rates over

the period from about 1982 till 2012, 4% per decade (Fig. 12). This is the average rate of

interest rate reduction necessary to maintain the economic growth in a direction of constant

v, i.e. zero ζ.

There is no evidence from the observed dynamics that the economy would restore itself
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FIG. 12: Interest rate (blue), inflation rate (red), and real interest rate (green) showing the two

regimes of behavior prior to and after 1980 consistent with investment limited and consumption

limited regimes.This suggests that the current zero interest rate is not due to the financial crisis but

rather due to the limiting behavior associated with the consumption limited regime that started

in 1980.

from recessions. Indeed, the trajectory termination on a single vector at which point mon-

etary interventions are performed suggests that interventions become viewed as necessary,

consistent with the underlying picture of departure from economic growth along trajectories

that sustain ratios of flows through the two loops. Further deviation that would give rise to

larger amounts in the investment loop are inconsistent with economic growth.

We note that regulatory action is considered temporary and is designed to increase mon-

etary flows by injection of currency into the economy by reducing the cost of borrowing.

However, since monetary flows increase as part of economic growth, borrowing must also

increase consistent with economic growth in order to account for the injection of currency

into economic flows. Thus the total of borrowing must consistently increase with the size of

the economy, including making up for any returns and interest payments. Economic activity

must therefore be either subsequent to borrowing by Labor and Capital, or by Government

that can inject money into the economy without direct interest or returns.

The data also suggests a different picture than is generally accepted about regulation by

the Federal reserve. The usual Taylor rule picture, assumes there is a “long run” (equilib-
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FIG. 13: Investment and consumption compared to a linear model linking them to the changes

in interest rates. A. Change in log investment compared to model. B. Investment compared to

model. C. Change in log consumption compared to model. D. Consumption compared to model.

rium) interest rate for consistent growth. Deviations from that growth can be corrected by

appropriate adjustment of interest rates. Instead, the data indicate that growth since 1980

requires ongoing reduction in interest rates. The rate of change of interest rates required

di0/dt can be estimated from the observed values to be 4% per decade. In this view, the

reduction of interest rates in response to recessions restores growth. However, the subse-

quent increase of that interest rate is causally linked to the next recession. The Taylor rule

assumes a one dimensional first order linear response dynamics of growth. The observed

dynamics is higher order, consistent with the existence of two parameters of control. Con-

trolling only a single parameter leads to a progressive shift of that parameter until it exceeds

limits determined by properties of the system.

Indeed, we see that the interpretation of current zero interest rates as a response to
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the financial crisis is misleading. It appears to be instead a consequence of the overall

trend of lower interest rates since 1980. In the aftermath of the financial crisis, the federal

reserve adopted new ways to inject money into the economy by direct investment termed

“quantitative easing” [23] due to the inadequacy of zero interest rates. From our analysis,

the expectation that interest rates can be increased above zero [24] and preserve economic

growth will be temporary.

Finally, we see that in 1981, the recession occurred at the same ratio of consumption and

investment as the later recessions. Thus, the economy ran into a functional boundary in

1981 associated with excess investment. This occurred despite the predominance of flows

into the Labor loop prior to the recession and resulted from Capital borrowing rather than

fiscal monetary injection. Thus, the first collision with the boundary is different in that the

investment was derived from borrowing whereas afterwards investor savings accumulated.

The recession and subsequent reduction of interest rates resulted in separation of the eco-

nomic state from the boundary. The monetary stimulus is linked to increasing consumption

at a time of decreasing investment, and then to increasing investment. Subsequent eco-

nomic dynamics consisted of increasing investment till the boundary was reached again, and

federal reserve interventions to promote consumption and later investment. The monetary

interventions that were used to promote economic activity did not address the underlying

dynamical imbalance, but provided a time of intermediate growth. Each interest rate reduc-

tion results in a stimulus that enables the economy to grow until it exhausts the stimulus

effect by running into the boundary.

A central conclusion is that there is a certain proportion of the wages that can be ef-

fectively invested. When investment exceeds that proportion, the economy goes into a

recession. To avoid recession more money is needed in the labor loop. More generally, ex-

cess of injection into the consumer loop leads to inflation, and excess of injection into the

investment loop leads to recession.

XI. POLICY AND SYSTEM BEHAVIOR WITH DEVIATION

Our analysis of the macroeconomic dynamics has pointed to the relevance of deviations

from parity in the monetary injection into the labor and capital flow loops. Deviation from

parity leads to underperforming economic activity, a system response to the imbalance, and
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FIG. 14: A schematic of responses, showing injections into (a) the capital loop and (b) the labor

loop.

a need for periodic regulatory interventions whose utility will decrease or become ineffective.

Fig. 14 summarizes this schematically. According to this mechanism, injecting money

preferentially to one of the wages/consumption or investment/returns loops, results in a

system response that should reduce that discrepancy. For example, the response consists of

borrowing on the part of those who do not have enough, and savings on the part of the ones

who have too much. We can thus identify two different domains of behavior of the system:

investment limited and consumption limited.

Investment limited—Money injected into the labor loop promotes consumption, savings

by labor and borrowing by capital. The borrowing is in order to take advantage of the

investment opportunities that arise from the increasing and unmet demand from labor for

additional consumption. However, limited injection into the investment loop implies that

production is not sufficient to meet demand. This means that consumer prices increase (in-
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flation) driven by the increase in money in the hands of consumers relative to the availability

of products. The impact on interest rates must be analyzed according to its use as a control

mechanism. If, as is conventional, interest rates are used primarily to control inflation in

consumer products, interest rates will go up. The increase of interest rates not only draws

money out of the consumption loop into savings, but also makes investment less favorable,

drawing money out of investments into savings. Nevertheless, empirically, the borrowing

for investment in this regime appears to be sufficient for investment to grow more rapidly

than is necessary. This is consistent with a limited utility of the interest rate as a control

mechanism.

Consumption limited—When money is injected into the capital loop, there are increases

in investment but the extent to which this occurs is limited by the availability of invest-

ment options that provide return greater than the interest rate. Because the demand is

limited due to the lack of money in the labor loop, investing is not motivated because of

the absence of expected gains. There is savings by capital and borrowing by labor (accu-

mulating consumer debt) in order to obtain what labor considers essentials or to respond to

new products. Interest is progressively adjusted lower to promote consumer spending and

investment, but with low injection into wages relative to capital, response is weak due to

limited resources for consumption. Instead, the reduction of interest promotes borrowing for

immediate consumption. The resulting consumption motivates investment, which may also

exploit progressively decreasing opportunities for return. Under these conditions inflation is

more weakly coupled to monetary injection as the additional money compensates for deficit

of consumption rather than creating an excess demand.

We can refine somewhat our understanding of the effect of changes in policy by focusing

on conditions in the two different regimes and asking how injection into one or the other

loops will affect conditions in those regimes.

In the investment limited regime: Increasing money flow to the labor loop results in

consumer price inflation. Increasing money flow to the capital loop results in more economic

growth.

In the wages limited regime: Increasing money flow to the wages loop results in more

economic growth. Increasing money flow to the capital loop results in capital accumulation.

A potential signature differentiating the two domains is a progressively higher interest

rate in the investment limited regime, and a progressively lower one in the consumption
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limited regime.

We see from this discussion that a concept of monetary policy as limiting inflation is

more valid when monetary injection is primarily into the wages loop as was the case prior

to 1980, and less consistent with current conditions when it is primarily into the capital

loop. Interest rate changes can be understood to directly affect the capital loop through

the relative benefits of savings over investment. On the other hand, lower interest that

reduces debt burden motivates consumers to borrow and can be a temporary help. Otherwise

returning both principle and interest depends critically on increases in wages which are not

present without injections into the wages loop. Indeed, consumers who borrow based upon

a historical expectation that wages will increase will be disappointed of those expectations

in the wages limited regime, and will remain burdened with the debt. Similarly, the current

perspective that inflation and growth are linked is due to assumption of a capital limited

regime.

We have considered the injection of money into either the wages or the capital loops. The

point of entry however, may also be to firms that participate in both loops. It seems apparent

that money given to firms promotes investment if there is investment opportunity giving rise

to increases in production. One might also consider based upon rationality arguments that

injection of money to firms will be generally effective because they will give it either to labor

or to capital depending on what is needed for improving economic activity. However, this

may not follow because the benefit to individual firms and the information that is available

to them may result in a tragedy of the commons or other reasons for ineffective collective

behavior. Thus it is far from apparent that they will increase wages if the best economic

benefit would result from such an increase.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

Efforts to understand the fluctuations of economic activity are many and varied. These

include not just the Goodwin model but also the Austrian economic cycle theory in which

temporal delays associated with credit play a central role.

We have performed a few steps toward a better understanding of economic dynamics

and the flow of money in transactions. We focused on the primary loops of wages and

consumption and investment and returns, while treating the role of banks and government
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as providing monetary injections into those loops. Our analysis suggests that the regulation

of economic activity that focuses on monetary policy has missed the problem of regulating

the relative strength of flows in those two loops. The presence of two flows and one control

variable can be expected on general principle not to function well. We can identify two

regimes of behavior. One roughly between 1960 and 1980 in which monetary injection favored

the wages and consumption loop, and one between 1980 and the financial crisis in which the

injection favored the investing and returns loop. Consistent with this picture, interest rates

increased until 1980 and decreased thereafter. The transition is directly consistent with tax

fiscal policy changes.

Our analysis suggests those policies, variously called trickle down and supply side eco-

nomics, or Reaganomics [11], which reduced taxes for the wealthy and thus promoted the

availability of investment capital, occurred at a time when capital injection was needed to

balance the injection of loop flows. This shift was important to avoid progressively higher

inflation. The impetus for increasing flow to capital is justified before 1980 because of the net

excess of demand over production, and borrowing by capital, leading to too high inflation.

It might appear that the recession in the early 1980s is due to an imbalance between

the labor and capital loop with too high a monetary flow into the labor loop. However,

a more careful analysis implies that capital borrowing became strong enough so that the

influx into the capital loop exceeded the need for investment in proportion to consumption,

and a recession resulted. This suggests that even when flows are more directed toward the

labor loop, borrowing for investment should be constrained to a level just below the needs

of consumption to enable sustained growth.

Our analysis implies that the policy changes (1) were too large so that the resulting flows

were out of balance toward Capital, (2) resulted in an imbalance of accumulated uninvested

capital savings and consumer debt, and (3) required progressively lower interest rates that

have eliminated their utility for intervention for continued growth. After 35 years, this policy

has depleted the ability of the consumption loop to borrow, limiting investment so that a

large excess of investment assets do not have investing opportunities.

We can infer that the changes in flows toward capital were too high and that the balance

needed resides somewhere in between.

Consistent with our analysis of monetary flows into the labor and capital loops, a decrease

in labor’s share of the national income has been noted by others [25, 26]. Their work does
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not indicate how those shares are linked to growing economic flows, or the accumulation in

savings and debt.

In the context of the limited ability of monetary policy to regulate the economy, the

success of federal reserve policy to sustain economic growth over 35 years is notable. Actions

taken are similar in their form to the effect of tacking a sailboat when sailing into the

wind. The continued success of these effects cannot be relied upon due to exhausting the

limits of interest rate reduction, and increasing reliance on alternative methods such as

quantitative easing is uncertain. Moreover, a fiscal injection balance can promote growth

without monetary policy interventions.

We recommend a shift toward policies that inject money into the wages and consumption

loop to increase economic growth. We note that this same recommendation would arise from

considering the problem of income inequality [27]. Here we have shown that the effect of

current income inequality is a drastic decrease in the effectiveness of economic activity and

growth.

In addition to the conclusions and summary of implications our results give rise to the

following predictions:

The federal reserve will not be able to increase interest rates significantly as the trend

of reduction in interest rates was not associated with the financial crisis but rather with a

dynamic that started in 1980. More generally, the effectiveness of using monetary policy

in and of itself as a mechanism of regulation of economic growth has reached its limits.

On a time scale of a few years the next recession will take place and the dynamics of that

recession will be even harder to control as the regulatory capability of monetary policy

control through interest rate reduction has become essentially orthogonal to the direction of

economic growth.

The federal reserve actions in maintaining low interest rates for extended period of time

and other mechanisms of monetary injection have bought time but have not solved the

problem of restoring extended economic growth. The amount of money injected into the

economy by fiscal and monetary policy, including quantitative easing, by the federal reserve

is large (see Fig. 11). However, investment in production is not commensurate due to limited

capacity for increased consumption. In simple language, a poor Labor implies there is very

limited ability to increase economic activity. The recovery from recession will be short lived

as the consumption of goods is not sufficient to the increase in production due to investment
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that is occurring.

A new policy that redirects money for consumption is necessary for growth.

Debt relief for consumers is the primary mechanism by which increased economic activity

is possible. The source of the debt relief is from savings by Capital. Traditional wealth

redistribution appears to be essential for renewed economic growth. The reasons for this

need are apparent in that there isn’t sufficient demand and an increase in demand is needed

for sustained growth. More generally, changing fiscal policy away from support for Capital

(Job creators) and toward Labor (Consumers) is necessary for economic growth. This cannot

be done arbitrarily but rather must be done in a measured way based upon a quantitative

understanding of the economic system if we are to avoid return to the 1970s problem of high

inflation.

Sustained effective economic growth will take place in economies who balance flows that

are used for consumption and investment over those who favor either one.

Our analysis is incomplete in many details and provides only preliminary steps to an

analysis of economic flows and their regulatory implications. Perhaps more importantly, it

neglects the effect of international / global financial flows which are surely playing a larger

role in economic activity today than in the past.

We thank Irving Epstein, Alfredo Morales, Walt Vester and Jeff Fuhrer for helpful discus-

sions. Jean Langlois-Meurinne, Mari Kawakatsu, and Rodolfo Garcia were NECSI summer

interns while students at Ecole Polytechnique, Yale University, and MIT respectively. Earlier

work leading to this paper was supported by the Common Fund for Commodities.

Appendix A: Money supply for economic flows

Missing from the Goodwin model is the mechanism by which inflation (or growth) occurs,

which is linked to changes in money supply as well as other effects. The money supply is

often measured by the amounts of particular forms of money and assets (cash, bank deposits)

rather than the quantities of money associated with the monetary flows we are considering

here. While these may be related, the analysis of their relationship is a separate endeavor.

Here we consider the money directly associated to economic flows. We clarify the mechanism

of inflation or growth through injection of money into the economic flows.

An essential observation is that while W +R = Y holds at any given time t, the amount
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FIG. 15: A schematic of the borrowing mechanism.

of transactions in each loop (W , R) and in the overall economy (Y ) grows with inflation

as well as fluctuates over time. According to the model, however, there is no source of

additional money, so money must be conserved. This appears to be a paradox.

There is a conceptual way that money flows (W , R, Y , etc.) can be increased without

increasing the amount of money in circulation—if all sectors agree to shift the money simul-

taneously. Consider, for example, the case where wages increase by some ∆W between time

t and time t+ dt. If workers agree to increase their consumption by ∆C = ∆W during the

same time period dt, then the flow of money in the labor loop effectively increases without

any injection of money. This discrete transfer concept does not describe actual transactions,

as it takes some time for money to transfer (i.e. to clear). The first sector to shift money

must have an additional amount available to make the increased payment. Inevitably, then,

the sector would have to receive or borrow money from an external source.

The flow through a loop has to increase to accommodate inflation / economic growth

including the effects of population growth and changes in per capita consumption associated

with changes in the types of product being produced and consumed.

Injection of money may arise from borrowing or fiscal injection. In principle, either

workers, capital owners, or firms may all be borrowers / recipients of injection. Fig. 15

shows the parts of the model for this analysis.

We first describe the mechanism. We assume a slowly varying wage inflation (similar
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analysis holds for price inflation) summarized by a single rate r, and we divide each year

into N periods of length ∆t = (1/N) year. We begin by considering the labor loop. Workers

begin the kth period (1 ≤ k ≤ N) with the wages from the previous period, Wk−1. During

the kth period, they consume the amount that they have in hand plus a fraction pw of the

increase in wages they expect to receive at the end of the period (similarly, for price inflation

workers do without a fraction, pp, of the rate of increase in consumer prices, rp), accounting

for inflation and other variations. In the kth period, workers consume

Ck = Wk−1

(
1 +

pwr

N

)
(A1)

To finance this consumption, workers must receive additional money, perhaps in the form

of loans:

Lwk
= Wk−1

[(
1 +

pwr

N

)
− 1

]
= Wk−1

(
pwr

N

)
(A2)

At the end of the kth period, they receive new wages adjusted for inflation and other

variations:

Wk = Wk−1

(
1 +

r

N

)
(A3)

Note that Wk ≥ Ck. Firms receive Ck but must pay Wk, so they must receive

Lfw,k
= Wk−1

[(
1 +

r

N

)
−
(

1 +
pwr

N

)]
= Wk−1

(
(1− pw) r

N

)
(A4)

For the full year, workers begin the year with W0 = WY /N . Then

Wk = W0

(
1 +

r

N

)k
Ck = W0

(
1 +

r

N

)k−1(
1 +

pwr

N

) Lwk
= W0

(
1 +

r

N

)k−1(
pwr

N

)
Lfw,k

= W0

(
1 +

r

N

)k−1(
(1− pw) r

N

) (A5)

In N periods, workers accumulate a debt of

N∑
k=1

Lwk
= W0

(
pwr

N

)[(
1 + r

N

)N − 1(
1 + r

N

)
− 1

]
= W0pw

[(
1 +

r

N

)N
− 1

]
. (A6)
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Similarly, firms accumulate a debt of

N∑
k=1

Lfw,k
= W0(1− pw)

[(
1 +

r

N

)N
− 1

]
. (A7)

Thus, workers and firms divide the debt burden in a ratio pw : (1 − pw). Firms also have

a debt related to the capital loop. Let pc be the proportion of debt in the capital loop

borrowed by the capital owners. This gives rise to similar equations so that the total debt

for firms is
N∑
k=1

Lfc,k = R0(1− pw)

[(
1 +

r

N

)N
− 1

]
. (A8)

and the ratio of the debts of the three sectors is

Lwk
: Lfk : Lck = W0pw :

[
W0(1− pw) +R0(1− pc)

]
: R0pc (A9)

Parameters pw and pc can be determined from these ratios and economic data. If we consider

Firm assets to be owned by Capital, borrowing of Firms and Capital are aggregated:

Lwk
: Lck = W0pw :

[
W0(1− pw) +R0] (A10)

If the money flow that is linked to inflation of prices, wages, or investment is the result

of borrowing, then the borrowed amount has to be repaid along with interest. If economic

growth does not saturate, the original amount of the currency in circulation will eventually

be dominated by the borrowed amount. Under these circumstances the borrowing has to be

equal to the size of the economic activity as a whole, divided by the velocity of money.

Appendix B: Economic flow data

We classified the elements of the National Income and Product Account (NIPA) tables as

described in Section V of the paper. The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) adjusted the

accounting to better measure GDP and match production and income measures. Many of

these adjustments are not relevant to our analysis and therefore we treated them differently.

The adjustments are generally small and do not affect our conclusions. We detail our

treatment of reclassifications and imputations (NIPA Table 7.12) in this Appendix.
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1. Return (Firm to Capital) flows

Return flows include interest payments by firms, business current transfer payments,

proprietors’ income, rental income of persons, dividend payments and undistributed profits.

In the NIPA tables (1.16.9,1.16.24), some interest payments are imputed and reclassified

from bank profits. This reclassification aims to include services provided without payment

and reduce the discrepancy between the income and production measure of GDP. The re-

classification has no impact on the total return flow which includes both interest payments

and profits. The BEA adjustment assumes that financial services are furnished below their

production value and implicitly paid for by customers through lower interest rates (depos-

itor services) or higher interest rates (borrower services) in comparison with a reference

interest rate (US Treasury bonds). BEA then imputes those interests to household personal

income under interest receipts and personal consumption expenditures. We use the original

consumption data without this imputation.

In the NIPA tables (1.16.9,1.16.23,1.16.24), interest payments to persons are imputed

from pension plans (defined benefits and defined contribution pension plans) for holding

money on their behalf. The interest payments and dividends are included in private enter-

prise interest and dividend payments and subtracted from undistributed profits. As interest

payments, dividend payments and undistributed profits are included in the return flow, this

reclassification has no impact on our analysis.

In the NIPA tables (1.16.16), proprietors’ income is adjusted to include imputations for

the value of goods produced but not sold. We did not include their adjustment.

In the NIPA tables (1.16.17), rental income of persons includes an estimation of owner

benefits for owning a property using an estimated rental value of the property and subtract-

ing mortgage and consumption of fixed capital. We do not include this imputation in the

return flow as it does not represent an actual cash flow.

In the NIPA tables (1.16.23), net dividends include payments to persons and government.

We include only payments to persons, equivalent to NIPA Tables 2.1.15.
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2. Investment (Capital to Firm) flows

In the investment flow, we include fixed investment, as well as the monetary interest

receipts by firms as the total cost of investment—asset value plus borrowing costs. As

described in the section on Return flows, imputed interests paid by firms to firms for services

are not included because they are not actual monetary flows or borrowing costs.

In the NIPA tables (1.16.4), mortgage payments are included in interest receipts by firms.

We do not include them in the calculation of investment flows as we include them in personal

consumption.

3. Wages (Firms to Labor) flows

In the NIPA tables (2.1.2), wages include imputations for unpaid goods and services

provided to employees (food, clothing, housing, insurance). We do not include these impu-

tations.

In the NIPA tables (2.1.2), wages include employer contributions pension plans. We

include these even though some parts are not paid in the current period.

4. Consumption (Labor to Firms) flows

In the NIPA tables (2.4.5U), consumption includes imputations for (a) financial services

furnished without payments, (b) rental value of owner-occupied housing, and (c) value of

goods produced but not sold, including (d) employer provided goods and services (food,

clothing, housing). We did not include these in our analysis.

In the NIPA tables (2.4.5U), consumption of goods and services provided by nonprofit

institutions is adjusted to be the cost of providing them instead of payments. We included

only the payments.

In the NIPA tables (2.4.5U), household expenses are not included because of the inclusion

of rent. We added to consumption household expenses particularly intermediate inputs

(maintenance) and mortgage payments.
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5. Government

In the NIPA tables (3.1), imputations for Government depositor, borrower and insurance

services furnished by banks are included. This is not included in our analysis.

In the NIPA tables (3.1), imputations for Government underfunding of pension plans is

considered as a loan from firms to government for which an imputed interest to government is

included. Government savings are reduced. These changes are not included in our analysis.

We estimated Labor and Capital to Government flows by separating income taxes between

them. We assume that in 2014 Capital paid 37.9% of total income taxes as reported by the

IRS for the top 1% of earners making more than $465, 000 in adjusted gross income [9]. We

then calculate the fraction of historical taxes from the prevailing maximum tax rate using

T = TC + TL = SCT + SLT (B1)

TC = RCIC = SCT (B2)

SC = RC(IC/W )(W/T ) (B3)

where T is the total income tax, TC and TL are the taxes paid by Capital and Labor

respectively accounting for fraction SC and SL respectively, IC is the income of Capital

and W is the income of Labor. RC is the tax rate paid by capital. To calculate the final

expression we substitute for RC the maximum tax rate, the second factor is assumed to be

fixed over time to the value in 2014 and calculated given the value of SC , and the final factor

is available from NIPA data. Due to the estimates used, SC may be greater than 100%, and

we threshold it at that value. Alternative assumptions for the value in 2014 for the fraction

of taxes paid by Capital ranging from 20% to 45% give the same conclusions.

6. International

Our analysis does not include international interactions. Corrections due to global flows

do not affect the conclusions. Because of globalization, international trade has increased

since 1990, and these interactions should be considered in further improvements of the

model.
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